
Genius 2241 

Chapter 2241 2246-Dragon Spear! 

"Forge a divine weapon?" 

Hearing these words, the experts all fell into shock. It should be known that the wastrel sword's divine 

weapon was a Natal divine weapon. It had been cultivated through countless experiences and was 

extremely tough. However, ye chen had used his body to forcefully refine it. No one could accept such a 

shocking explanation! 

The failure of the wastrel sword and ye Chen's unparalleled divine power made the powerhouses realize 

that although the person before them came from the chaotic universe, he was on a completely different 

level from ordinary people from the chaotic universe. 

"Hahaha, see? this person is from the chaotic universe. Now you know that the chaotic universe is what 

you call a low-level universe. Our universe can definitely produce a super genius like ye chen!" 

Ye Chen's crushing of the wastrel sword excited shamituo. He kept shouting at the powerhouses, 

happier than if he had won. 

As a genius of the Buddhist realm, Sha Mituo had the cultivation base of a celestial immortal. However, 

when he saw ye Chen's power, he knew that the person before him was the most powerful person in 

the chaotic universe. 

The powerhouses were speechless. They had seen ye Chen's mystical power with their own eyes. Such 

strength was completely worthy of everyone's respect. 

However, with the wastrel sword's defeat, all the powerhouses felt a great humiliation. The Prodigy of 

the heaven immortal sect had been defeated by ye chen. This implied that those forces or geniuses who 

were not as good as the heaven immortal sect or the wastrel sword were not as good as ye chen. 

Many heaven's pride experts looked at ye chen coldly. Although they did not have the courage to fight 

him head-on, they were already filled with killing intent toward ye chen. 

"Understanding your own weakness is the biggest lesson I'm going to teach you. Get lost!" 

"Yes!" 

Wastrel sword had lost his treasure hunting ground, his divine weapon, and his dignity. All he had 

managed to keep was his life. All the experts looked at him with ridicule. 

"For the sake of your little life, you really did your best!" 

"He didn't care about the heaven immortal sect's reputation at all. He knelt before the people of the 

chaotic universe and admitted his failure. What's the point of living? the heaven immortal sect will never 

let such a traitor go!" 

"Hmph, forget it. I think it's better for us to look for treasures!" 

The experts no longer paid attention to wastrel sword and turned around to search for treasure. 
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Ye chen put away the Black Tortoise Dharma. The divine weapon power of the wastrel sword in the 

heaven and earth furnace was completely infused into the celestial Emperor sword. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The celestial Thearch sword's quality soared once again as the light of a super-strong divine weapon 

bloomed in the universe. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

p Boundless sword Qi was automatically released from the celestial Thearch sword and rushed in all 

directions. This kind of naturally released sword Qi already had the power to kill a genuine immortal, 

which showed how powerful the power of the wastrel sword's divine weapon was. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you've really made the cultivators of our chaosverse proud!" 

At this moment, Shamita flew over and said with a smile. 

"Don't follow me!" 

Ye chen replied coldly, then headed in the direction of the treasure he had sensed earlier. 

"Ha! You might be a little cold and aloof, but you truly are a genius of our chaosverse. I, samitabha, 

acknowledge you!" 

"I don't need anyone's approval. The path of heaven, dugu Xing!" 

"Good spirit!" 

Watching ye chen ascend the peak alone, shamituo's face was full of admiration. 

As he entered the mountain path, ye chen could feel the divine armament's Qi even more. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

All of a sudden, a lot of inexplicable lightning appeared in the forest in front of them. When these 

lightning bolts struck down from the sky, they actually automatically formed various vague patterns. 

Ye chen looked at the patterns coldly and walked toward the place where most of the patterns 

appeared. 

"That's ..." 

Seeing the lightning with flashing patterns descend, the experts were all shocked. 

"Such a phenomenon, it's really the descent of a heavenly soldier!" 

"Heavenly weapon? It can't be, could it be that it's an existence that surpasses top quality immortal 

equipment?" 

"I've heard that above fairy weapons are heavenly weapons. They are divine weapons that only people 

from the heaven realm can obtain. They are all so powerful!" 



When such a phenomenon was discovered by everyone, many powerhouses had their eyes on ye chen 

because the appearance of a heavenly soldier was too shocking. This was an existence even more 

powerful than a Supreme-grade celestial artifact. No one did not want to get their hands on it. 

As a result, the universe's powerhouses all rushed in ye Chen's direction. 

The closer ye chen got to the phenomenon, the more familiar the energy he felt. 

"A heavenly weapon!" 

Ye chen had also heard the discussion and unconsciously connected his mind with the memories in the 

Tianyuan space. After all, those memories were necessary to open the celestial Emperor primordial 

spirit. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Suddenly, a super powerful lightning appeared above ye Chen's head. The quality of these lightning 

bolts was so high that they were not inferior to the heavenly Tribulation of the true immortal level at all. 

It was obvious that this was an extraordinary object. 

"Nine Thunder God Dharma laksa!" 

In the face of such power, ye chen was not afraid at all. He released the Thunder God Dharma. Suddenly, 

the Thunder God appeared and ten thousand lightning bolts avoided him. 

Yana watched as countless bolts of lightning struck ye Chen's body. Ye chen did not care at all. He 

walked among the divine lightning and enjoyed the various trials of the divine lightning on the ancient 

God Body. 

"What's this kid's body made of? it's too terrifying!" 

The powerhouses who were following behind were all shocked. Ye chen had just used his body to 

devour wastrel sword's Natal weapon. Now, he was personally walking in the divine Thunder 

bombardment domain, allowing the heavenly Thunder to strike him. No one present had ever seen such 

a powerful body-tempering. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The lightning descended and bombarded ye Chen's body. Such a baptism was like a tribulation. 

However, a tribulation transcendence of this level was child's play to ye chen. There was no challenge at 

all. 

At this time, the heavenly lightning energy's density rose rapidly. The power of the divine lightning 

condensed into a form. These forms were the same as the patterns ye chen had seen when the heavenly 

lightning flickered 5. 

"Roar!" 

The lightning gathered into the shape of a beast and descended from the sky. 

"Dragon Capturing claw, Burning Sky palm!" 



Faced with such a ferocious beast's attack, ye Chen's eyes widened. His palms circulated divine might, 

the power of the alien flame, and the might of the ancient God, erupting at the same time. 

The Grand Dragon-capturing claw grabbed one of the Thunder beasts. The giant palm grabbed, and the 

divine thunder in the sky shattered instantly, turning into pure Thunder God Power that was absorbed 

by the nine Thunder God Dharma forms. 

Many powerhouses were amazed by such a remarkable ability. They stopped in their tracks and did not 

dare to approach, afraid that ye chen would sense a threat and attack them. 

After defeating several thunder beasts, ye chen could see the source of the lightning with a glance. It 

was a divine spear floating above a high platform, surrounded by a sea of lightning. 

The moment ye chen saw the divine spear, three large words appeared in his mind: 'dragon slaying 

spear'! 

The moment these three words appeared, ye Chen's consciousness was instantly drawn away and he 

entered a lightning realm. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed as he looked around. He was above the nine Heavens, between the universe. 

Chapter 2242 Thunder God Versus Dragon Spear! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

With a Thunderbolt striking the sky, a man appeared in the void. He was dressed in a purple and blue 

robe, with red hair floating in the air. Thunder and lightning gathered around his body, as if he was a 

Dharma King. 

"This Lord is the Thunder Dragon Lord. Are you prepared to die by walking into the boundaries of this 

Lord?" 

"Ha, I don't want to die. Subduing you is my goal!" 

"Whimsical!" 

"Illusion!" Thunder Dragon Lord's eyes emitted endless electric light, which transformed into two 

powerful spear rays and shot toward ye chen. 

The lightning was so fast that it took less than the blink of an eye. Ye chen wanted to defend himself but 

he felt that his body was already injured. 

"Impossible!" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He was shocked. His speed was unparalleled. He also had the protection of 

ancient God Power and netherworld God Power. No matter what, it was impossible for him to be hit 

directly. What was going on? 

Just as he was hesitating, Thunder Dragon Lord ascended to the nine Heavens and the Dragon slaying 

spear appeared in his hand. 
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"Boundless Thunder Dragon's brilliant lightning strike!" 

"Dragon Qi Shield!" 

In a moment of desperation, ye chen circulated his ancient divine power and formed the Dragon Qi 

Shield. He soared into the sky. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

With a burst of lightning, the Dragon Spear broke through the Draconic Aura shield and headed straight 

for ye Chen's chest. 

"This!" 

This was the first time ye chen had been so nervous. With a thought, the celestial Thearch sword 

appeared to protect him. Having just been upgraded, the celestial Thearch sword was already equipped 

with the might of a Supreme-grade immortal artifact. Ye chen was absolutely confident in it. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The lightning flickered again as the celestial Thearch's sword faced the Dragon-holding spear. Suddenly, 

the divine weapon burst into flames, shattering mountains and rivers. It was incomparably violent and 

instantly shattered the entire space of consciousness. Ye chen returned to reality. 

Ye chen looked at his body and found a burning wound on his body. He had been struck in the 

consciousness realm. 

"Very good!" 

Such a divine weapon surpassed a peak celestial artifact. Ye chen was determined to obtain it! 

Thump, thump, thump! 

Ye chen strode forward, each step leaving a Golden Lotus behind. The powerhouses behind him saw his 

movements and followed suit, trying to snatch the Dragon-holding spear. 

However, when they touched the Golden Lotus flower left behind by ye Chen's footprints, they instantly 

entered the heavenly spirit Buddha's ethereal ephemeral demon formation. 

"What, What is this?" 

Within the ephemeral spell, everyone saw the twenty-eight Guardian vajras appear at the same time, 

stopping everyone's footsteps. 

"Don't leave any evil demons in the ephemeral butterfly formation!" 

"Guardian Vajra, heavenly spirit Buddha's decree!" 

"Destruction Bodhi, eliminate demons and protect life!" 

…… 



The 28 Guardian vajras appeared in the formation at the same time. Instantly, thousands of rays of 

Buddha's light and white rainbows rose in all directions. The heavenly spirit appeared here, and the sun 

and moon converged. 

"Hateful, damn it!" 

All the experts revealed ferocious expressions. They were all geniuses of the powerful forces of the 

various universes. How could they be bound by this array? 

"We'll break the formation together and go after ye chen immediately!" 

"Alright!" 

All the experts joined forces and wanted to break the misty ephemeral demon formation! 

On the peak of the mountain, ye chen stepped on the Lotus and soared into the sky, heading straight for 

the Dragon Spear. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Sensing ye Chen's running, the Dragon-holding spear flickered with electricity and suddenly soared into 

the sky, suspended in the air. 

"Stop, or you'll be struck by lightning and your blood will be splattered!" 

"Hahaha, Thunder Dragon Lord, do you dare to show yourself?" 

Ye chen shouted at the Dragon Spear. 

Around them, many of the powerhouses who had not entered the ephemeral demon formation were 

puzzled when they heard ye Chen's words. Who was this Thunder Dragon Lord? had ye chen already 

fought with the divine spear before them? 

They had only seen ye chen stop on the road ahead and thought about it. They did not know that ye 

chen had already met the Thunder Dragon Lord in the alternate realm. 

"Do you have the right to do so?" 

In the face of ye Chen's provocation, the Dragon's spear glowed with a bright light. The vast power of 

divine Thunder descended from the sky and killed ye chen. 

"The nine thunder gods!" 

This time, ye chen was well prepared. Before the divine spear struck, ye chen had activated the Thunder 

God phenomenon. However, the Thunder God phenomenon was hidden in the invisible formation that 

ye chen had designed so that the Thunder Dragon Lord did not notice it. 

This time, Thunder Dragon Lord used the same trick. He wanted to use a strange mystical power to 

make ye chen unable to defend himself. 

However, the red man behind ye chen had nine Thunder God Dharma forms. The Grand might of the 

heavenly Dao instantly suppressed the formless Thunderbolt kill. 



Boom, boom, boom! 

In front of ye chen, the Thunder God Dharma power continued to rumble and explode. The invisible 

attack had already touched the Thunder God Dharma power. However, the Thunder God Dharma power 

was formed by the heavenly Dao and had been subdued by ye chen. It was naturally immune to 

Heavenly Thunder attacks. 

Therefore, no matter how powerful the attack of the invisible divine Thunder was, it could not break the 

defense of the Thunder God Dharma form. 

"You!" 

The lightning Dragon Lord had not expected ye Chen's ability to adapt to changes to be so strong. Just a 

battle in the consciousness realm had given him the ability to deal with this invisible attack. He was 

indeed a genius. 

"Very good. Being able to sense my existence means that you have some skills. However, no one can 

survive before me!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Dragon-holding spear was activated again. It gathered the infinite lightning and turned it into a bolt 

of lightning that shot toward the nine thunder gods. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The nine thunder gods sensed the Super destructive power of the lightning. They put their palms 

together and activated the seal to activate their strongest defense. 

"It's no use!" 

Lightning Dragon Lord laughed coldly as he sent a bolt of lightning towards the nine lightning gods. 

The Thunder God Dharma power struck out with both its palms to resist the lightning. However, the 

moment the two sides came into contact, the palms of the nine Thunder God Dharma powers were 

instantly shattered without any warning. 

"What?" 

This mysterious destructive power that was neither tangible nor intangible could destroy the nine 

Thunder God manifestations, the symbol of the heavenly axiom. The power of the divine weapon before 

ye Chen's eyes once again refreshed his outlook on life. 

"Very good, very good!" 

Ye chen was extremely excited. He released the darkness pool, a vast darkness pool. Dark matter surged 

rapidly and quickly covered the Thunder God materialization. Then, the Thunder God's palms, which had 

been destroyed by the Thunder Dragon Lord, recovered at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

In the end, the dark Thunder God's arms were completely healed. 

"Oh ... That's surprising." 



Thunder Dragon Lord laughed mockingly. The Dragon spearing spun in the sky and split into three. 

"Three-phase variant mistletoe Thunderbolt Dragon boundless mistletoe heaven and man three 

extremities!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Immediately, three extremely destructive bolts of lightning began to gather. 

"Hahaha, good timing!" 

A pair of fiendgod wings appeared on ye Chen's back. Immediately, the power of Yin and yang 

circulated, and the might of a fiendgod was overwhelming. 

"Nine skandha heavenly spirit resplendent Emperor brush!" 

The Emperor brush flickered with the emperor's light and appeared in ye Chen's hand. Suddenly, all 

kinds of divine texts floated around ye chen, waiting for his command. 

"Emperor brush, seal, imprison!" 

Ye chen had released the three powers of the Emperor brush at once. He wanted to weaken the 

opponent's attack as much as possible because the opponent in front of him made ye chen feel an 

unprecedented pressure. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Emperor brush flickered with divine light. Instantly, the three Dragon Spears were restrained, and 

the lightning began to weaken! 

Chapter 2243 2248-God Slaying Strike! 

"You!" 

Thunder Dragon Lord could feel the power of the Dragon slaying spear rapidly decreasing. The 

surrounding space was automatically sealed by three strange forces. He couldn't even escape the 

interference of these strange forces, which made him furious. 

"Doing so will only increase the speed of your death!" 

"Is that so? Lightning Dragon Lord, let this Emperor see your true strength!" 

"As you wish!" 

The Thunder Dragon Lord activated the Dragon hold Spear's powerful lightning power in an attempt to 

break the seal of the Emperor brush. However, ye chen had already made his next move by taking 

advantage of this brief respite. 

"Heavenly spirit nine accumulations glorious nether King's star picking hand!" 

With the nine essences, the power of the nether King's star picking hand had increased by three 

hundred times. Even a heaven immortal would be trapped by such a powerful hand seal. 

"Boom boom boom!" 
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The two great nether King star plucking palm imprints moved towards the sealed space from both sides. 

With the support of the nine accumulations, their might covered the sky, causing the space where 

Thunder Dragon Lord was to become smaller and smaller. The various powers within it became stronger 

and stronger, and even thunder Dragon Lord felt immense pressure. 

The power of lightning that he had been gathering all this while was now like a cocoon that had trapped 

itself. It had strengthened the power of the explosion in the space. Once it lost its balance, the entire 

space would explode, and the Dragon-holding spear would be in danger of destruction. 

"Ye chen!" 

Only then did Thunder Dragon Lord understand how terrifying ye chen was. His strength was not only 

reflected in his Foundation and talent, but also his superb thinking ability. He used unfavorable 

conditions to create an environment that was beneficial to him. This was the most terrifying part. 

"How about it, Thunder Dragon Lord? you still have other ways to fight against me. Now, submit to me 

and let your name resound throughout the universe. How about it?" 

"Giggle ..." 

Suddenly, Thunder Dragon Lord burst into laughter. Ye Chen's brows furrowed slightly as he felt a 

powerful energy approaching from behind. 

"It's a pity that the heavens don't grant you your wish, ye chen!" 

Just as Thunder Dragon Lord laughed, a person flew out from behind him. The sword in his hand slashed 

the underworld King star picking hand. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

There was a deafening explosion. Ye chen could sense that the power of the nether King's star picking 

hand had dropped by two-thirds. This kind of power meant that this person's cultivation base was at 

least at the middle-tier heaven immortal realm. Ye chen suddenly turned around. When he saw the 

person's clothes, he instantly thought that this person must be from the heaven immortal sect. 

"Ye chen, you dare to provoke the heavenly immortal's Gate. Do you still want to be safe?" 

The newcomer had cold eyes and a stern voice. He was dressed in a black robe, but his face was fair and 

his skin was fine, like an actor! 

"Hahaha, this Emperor's journey is to make the world my enemy. What's the use!" 

In the face of this sudden turn of events, ye chen turned around and struck out with his palm, directly 

attacking the swordsman. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The massive palm print burned with strange flames that blotted out the sky and covered the earth. 

However, the swordsman swung the long sword in his hand and used the celestial immortal law to 

forcibly suppress ye Chen's strange flame. 

Ye chen wanted to use this opportunity to take care of Thunder Dragon Lord. 



However, when he looked up at the sky, the Thunder Dragon Lord revealed himself. He held the Dragon 

Spear high and stabbed at the nine Heavens. In an instant, the entire sealed space was swept away by 

the power of thunder and lightning, destroying everything. 

This situation was already very unfavorable. If this continued, ye chen knew that he would not be able to 

escape the predicament of his father being an enemy. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, the heavens are not going to grant you your wish. Now, let this Lord send you on your 

way!" 

Thunder Dragon Lord laughed wildly as he wielded his dragon slaying spear and summoned the nine 

Heavens of wind and lightning. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The nine Heavens trembled at the same time. It was the lightning Dragon Lord's sure-kill abhijna, the 

nine Heavens wind lightning divine spear of destruction! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Boundless power of wind and lightning gathered on the Dragon-holding spear. Not only were the three 

great seals on the Emperor brush broken, but even the nether King's star picking hand was also broken. 

The lightning Dragon Lord was gathering God-killing power. 

At the same time, the black-robed swordsman behind him also moved, seizing any opportunity to kill. 

"Ye chen, you're now in a state of certain death!" 

The black-robed swordsman's eyes glowed with a sharp blood-red light. He held the divine weapon in 

reverse grip and stood in a bow stance, which was the precursor to the release of his ultimate skill. 

"One sword strike from the celestial!" 

"Whoosh!" 

A beam of black light disappeared in the air. No one could see the black-robed swordsman's movements 

or his position. He was in a dangerous and sure-kill situation! 

In the face of such a life-and-death crisis, ye chen closed his eyes. 

"What is this kid trying to do? wait for death?" The powerhouses saw that ye chen was like a man who 

had given up struggling and was waiting for death. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At that moment, there was a shocking explosion, and the vast darkness pool evolved to its extreme. 

"Go to hell, ye chen!" 

Above the nine Heavens, the Thunder Dragon Lord took the opportunity to attack at the same time. The 

God-slaying spear was the most powerful divine ability. It could kill a heaven immortal in seconds. How 

could ye chen resist it? 



The storm was right in front of them, and the space suddenly froze. 

A moment of life and death, a hundred years in an instant! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a deafening explosion, the darkness pool fused with the nether energy behind ye chen and 

instantly transformed into the dark Lord and nether King! 

"Swish!" 

The black-robed swordsman's invisible killing blow landed on the chest of underworld King Andi. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

As the blade of the sword continued to Pierce into Pluto's body, the black-robed swordsman's face 

became even more frightened. 

"This ... This is the source of the damage on wastrel sword's arm?" He finally understood that what 

wastrel sword had said was true. He had not lied to him. As he watched the divine weapon being 

absorbed into the dark Thearch and nether King's body, the black-robed swordsman revealed a look of 

despair. 

At the same time, above the nine Heavens, the most powerful God-killing strike descended. In the midst 

of the shocking explosion, the ancient Celestial Emperor revealed himself. 

"Roar!" 

Immediately, the nine Dragons roared in unison, and the sun and moon reversed! 

"Impudent!" 

With an impudent roar, the ancient Celestial Emperor instantly used the heavenly Dragon's eight notes. 

Eight consecutive Dragon roars exploded madly, and the void no longer existed! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The God-killing spear was unstoppable. The Dragon roars were broken one after another, and the spear 

light went straight to the heavenly monarch's body. 

"Roar!" 

The Last Dragon roar was still unable to be resisted by the God-slaying spear. It was already on the verge 

of collapse. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, no matter what you turn into, you'll be destroyed!" The lightning Dragon Lord roared 

and laughed wildly. It unleashed even more power and vowed to kill ye chen. 

"Is that so?" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eye of heavenly Dao appeared between his brows. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



The light of the heavenly path covered the light of the God-slaying spear. All the information of the God-

slaying spear was transferred into the ancient God Space. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In an instant, within the ancient God Space, an infinite amount of data was madly evolving, forming 

rows and rows that crossed and appeared in the space. 

Ten thousand years in a single glance, ten thousand years in a single thought! 

The ancient Celestial Emperor seized the opportunity and saw through the only weakness of the God-

slaying spear. 

"Yellow spring Nirvana finger!" 

Where the three eyes locked onto the flaw, the netherworld would be destroyed and there would be no 

life in the world! 

A wave of condensed energy struck the weak point of the God-slaying spear. With a loud explosion, the 

God-slaying spear shattered into pieces. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The entire space trembled endlessly. The experts felt that they couldn't control their own bodies. It was 

as if they were drifting with the current. In this violent space, they were like duckweeds. They had lost 

control of their own fates. 

Chapter 2244 Divine Disc Ascension! 

The God-slaying Spear's massive spear shape was destroyed by ye Chen's finger. It had hit its core vital 

point. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

In the blink of an eye, the spear shattered, and the God-slaying power spread in all directions. All the 

experts floating in the air instantly entered a state of death. 

"What is this?" 

"No!" 

The sound of pain continued. Many people who did not have a strong foundation completely sank under 

the energy impact of the God-killing spear. 

"Thunder Dragon Lord, if you don't submit, when are you going to do it?" 

At the moment the God-slaying spear exploded, ye chen spread his wings and ascended to the nine 

Heavens. 

"Nether King's Dragon Capturing claw!" 

The power of the netherworld God fused with the tritht s creation divine fist, transforming into his most 

powerful control sacred art. He instantly grabbed the Thunder Dragon Lord. 
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"Don't even think about it!" 

Thunder Dragon Lord was a pure yang heavenly weapon. It would never submit to a mortal and turn into 

a Dragon Spear to counterattack. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless spearlights rained down on ye chen. This was the last of the lightning Dragon Lord's anger. 

The universe's experts who were still in the midst of the God-slaying Spear's crisis were now in the 

danger of the Thunder Dragon Lord's wrath once more. They had no way of resisting. 

There were also those who were the most tragic. They had just come out of the demon warding 

formation designed by ye chen and had already encountered such a natural and man-made disaster. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Under the intense bombardment, those with insufficient foundations exploded and died one after 

another, and blood rained down from the sky. 

"Ah?" 

Many powerhouses were shocked. They did not expect ye chen to find such a precious treasure this 

time. It was a powerful heavenly weapon that had cultivated spirituality. Not only did these people not 

have the strength to subdue the heavenly soldiers, but they were also destroyed by the heavenly 

soldiers at the same time. It was really a double loss, and it was a tragic sight. 

Ye chen flew across the sky and was still fighting with the Dragon Spear. 

"The silver Dragon Spear strikes across the universe!" 

The countless raindrops in the sky once again gathered to form a super penetrating attack. Naturally, it 

was aimed at ye chen. 

"Lightning Dragon Lord, you can't escape from my grasp. Pangu's divine might is the heaven and earth 

furnace!" 

Seeing that the Thunder Dragon Lord was still going on a rampage, ye chen did not hold back anymore. 

The heaven and earth furnace appeared again. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A vast divine force swept through the sky and turned into a huge furnace that covered the heavens and 

earth! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

At the same time, a powerful suction force burst out from the furnace. All the divine weapons in the 

surrounding space trembled at the same time. Many of them could not resist the suction force of the 

heaven and earth furnace and drifted toward the furnace. 

"What? My divine weapon!" 

"That's impossible. How could my kidney disease be floating towards the furnace?" 



"I can't leave!" 

Many universe Masters released their own power to stop their divine weapons from floating toward the 

furnace, but only a few heaven Immortals could keep their divine weapons. The Masters under the 

heavens could not stop them at all and could only watch their divine weapons float into the furnace. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Within the furnace, many divine weapons turned into molten iron and became pure divine weapon 

power. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, this power can control ordinary divine weapons. However, as a heavenly weapon, you 

can't control my path through the furnace!" 

"Thunder Dragon Lord, only by submitting to me will you truly have the chance to stand out. The 

universe is vast, and only I can allow you to surpass your own limits and achieve unparalleled vision!" 

"It's easy for you to say that. If you really have the ability to call yourself the heavenly Emperor, then let 

me see!" 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen knew that the Thunder Dragon Lord would not submit so easily. In that case, he would show his 

strength and let his strength speak for itself. 

" 108 heavenly Dao imprints of the heavenly spirits and earthly fiends!" 

With a loud boom, the heaven and earth furnace erupted with a powerful heavenly Dao might. It was 

the manifestation of the one hundred and eight heavenly Dao imprints. These were the most basic 

heavenly Dao imprints. Now that ye chen had activated the two-star ancient God ultimate profound, 

these imprints could be combined at will in the furnace and form various heavenly Dao imprints. The 

speed of this combination and casting was many times faster than when he had activated it with his own 

energy. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All the imprints were suspended above the heaven and earth furnace. Then, ye Chen's consciousness 

moved and the power of the divine weapon absorbed by the heaven and earth furnace was instilled into 

the imprints. Then, the one hundred and eight basic imprints rapidly evolved. In less than a moment, a 

seventh level heavenly path imprint appeared. 

"That's a rank 7 symbol!" Some people recognized that ye Chen's heavenly Dao was a seventh level one. 

However, even more experts revealed disdainful expressions. Those who could enter this space were all 

experts with eighth-order imprints, so what if they had seventh-order imprints? 

However, they did not know that ye chen had leaped from the sixth level to the ninth level. Otherwise, 

they would have been shocked. 



However, Thunder Dragon Lord could tell at a glance that although it was only a seventh level imprint, it 

was not an ordinary seventh level heavenly path. Instead, it was created by ye chen through the one 

hundred and eight basic imprints. This seventh level imprint was much more powerful than the eighth 

level imprints controlled by ordinary powerhouses. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the seventh level seal glowed, some of the more talented universe fighters quickly realized that the 

seal before them was created by ye chen himself and not any of the seventh level seals they had learned 

before. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're indeed extraordinary. You've obtained the one hundred and eight basic 

imprints left behind by the Buddha Emperor and even mastered all of them, creating a new type of 

imprint on your own.“ 

"Are you willing to follow me now?" 

"Not enough, it's still not enough. This is nothing!" 

With that, Thunder Dragon Lord roared. The Dragon Spear emitted a powerful electric light, drawing 

upon the power of heavenly Dao and instantly hitting the seventh rank mark ye chen had created. 

With a loud explosion, the rank 7 symbol disappeared. 

"Hahaha, did you see that? the level of heavenly Dao that I control is even higher than yours. I'm using 

the eighth-order mark, the boundless divine lightning fragment!" 

"Oh, really? You can't possibly think that my limit is the seventh step, right?" 

"What?" 

Everyone's eyes focused on ye chen. Then, ye chen activated all the basic imprints and transformed 

them into the shape of a Dragon before his eyes. It kept rolling, jumping, and forming various strange 

patterns. These patterns were ye Chen's creation of modules. Through the modules, he created the 

most exquisite heavenly Dao imprint. 

"Divine disc, activate!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Above ye Chen's head, the eight-gate divine disc opened. Eight rays of light shone down at the same 

time. Under these rays of light, the basic imprints were constantly changing forms. 

Under the light of the eight beams, the eight modules that vexation had created were activated. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The eight modules would absorb the power of the divine disc and, according to the laws of judgment, 

create the strongest rank eight imprint, the eight gates of transcendence! 

These modules absorbed the power of the divine disc and fused with their own heavenly Dao attributes, 

turning into eight modules that attached themselves to the eight gates. Instantly, the eight gates divine 



disc shone with divine light, and its quality soared. It directly evolved into a level eight heavenly weapon, 

and its power was not inferior to the Dragon slaying spear. 

This magnificent feat instantly shocked everyone present. Whether they were celestial Immortals or 

peak Mystic Immortals, they all felt as if they had seen a miracle! 

Chapter 2245 An Exotic Fragrance In The Deep Valley! 

Upon seeing such a magical scene, the Thunder Dragon Lord, who was also a divine weapon, was 

completely stunned. Perhaps, if he followed ye chen, he could really achieve a better Ascension and 

even break through the limit of a heavenly weapon to become a higher existence. 

The powerhouses of the universe were even more surprised. Many people believed that ye chen was an 

extraordinary person, but even more people believed that ye chen would cause endless trouble in the 

future. 

The ocean Dragon Kingdom of the savage universe, the heavenly immortal sect of the primordial 

universe, and the others were also staring at ye chen, waiting for the right time. 

The Thunder Dragon Lord's brows furrowed as he looked around. He had already discovered that even if 

it was not ye chen, other powerhouses would still use any means to obtain his main body. Now, 

following ye chen might be a better choice. 

"Hahaha, in that case, I'll accept your invitation. However, I'm only cooperating with you, not your 

servant!" 

"Don't worry, I'm not a sinister and ruthless person. I've said that I'll give you a chance to ascend, and I'll 

definitely keep my word!" 

"Very good, pay attention!" 

Thunder Dragon Lord shouted and once again transformed into the dragon Spear and flew toward ye 

chen. 

How could the experts let go of such an opportunity? 

Many experts rose to their feet and fought for the Dragon Spear. 

"All of you, back down!" 

With a thunderous roar, the ancient Celestial Emperor's rage erupted. The heavenly Dragon's eight 

notes reverberated for thousands of miles. Countless powerhouses lost their way in this reverberating 

sound, unable to get close to ye chen. 

"Come!" 

With a reply, ye chen flashed out the star plucking hand and instantly locked onto the Dragon slaying 

Spear's position. He then retracted it to his side. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 
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Holding the Dragon-holding spear, the power of Heavenly Thunder immediately coursed through his 

body. Even without activating the Thunder God Dharma, ye chen could still feel the powerful power of 

Thunder. It was the powerful Thunder attribute that the Dragon-holding spear originally had. 

"Roar!" 

With a Dragon's Roar, Dragon Thunder shook the sky. Ye chen felt that his Foundation had improved 

tremendously while holding the Dragon Spear. 

"Ye chen, hand over your life!" 

"Ye chen, hand over the Dragon Spear!" 

Several celestial Immortals attacked together and locked onto ye chen. They vowed to kill ye chen and 

then take the Dragon Spear. 

"How can a motley crew defy the heavens?" 

Ye chen suddenly turned around. His dragon eyes widened and he waved the Dragon Spear. Suddenly, 

the nine Heavens 'divine Thunder raced and the sound of the eight Dragons shook the universe. A Force 

Ten times stronger than before reverberated. The first person to charge immediately felt that his 

meridians were broken and his bones were about to shatter. 

"Ah!" 

The sound of pain was heart-wrenching. One of the heaven Immortals who had charged ahead did not 

expect ye Chen's backlash to be so powerful and was hit on the spot. 

"Pfft!" 

He spat out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly, his voice shaking thousands of miles. With the spear in his hand, he was like a 

god descending, his might unstoppable! 

"This ..." 

When the powerhouses saw ye Chen's power, they could not imagine that he was just a mere true 

immortal. No one dared to target him. After all, the power that ye chen could unleash with the Dragon 

Spear was simply incredible. 

Even the heaven Immortals were sent flying by the Dragon Spear, let alone the abstruse Immortals who 

did not dare to move. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

At the same time, the dark Thearch nether King's absorption of the swordsman's energy had also 

reached its end. The swordsman was in a hundred times more pain than langzi sword. His body was 

directly devoured by the nether King and he died without a complete corpse. 



Such a tragic scene made everyone even more afraid to act rashly. If they could not kill ye chen in one 

blow, what awaited them would most likely be the end of this swordsman. 

The heaven immortal sect had already lost two geniuses in a row at ye Chen's hands. The reputation of 

the primordial universe had been greatly reduced. The people of the ocean Dragon Kingdom in the wild 

universe had lost all confidence in their revenge when they saw this. Their strength was far inferior to 

that of the heaven immortal sect. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Ye chen waved his Dragon's spear again and the surrounding thousand feet were struck by lightning. 

Then, he left. 

After ye chen had gone far away, the powerhouses finally returned to their senses and looked at each 

other. 

"Sigh, I didn't expect this kid to be so overbearing. He's simply too arrogant!" 

"This is the first time someone from the chaosverse has been so arrogant!" 

"Indeed, if we don't get rid of this brat, there will be endless trouble in the future!" 

The powerhouses sent out signals to their respective forces in other directions, reporting ye Chen's 

situation truthfully. 

After leaving the crowd's sight, ye chen continued to move forward. This time, he not only sensed the 

Dragon Spear but also another treasure. From what he sensed, it did not seem like a divine weapon but 

more like a natural treasure. 

In such a harsh environment, natural treasures were sometimes more direct than divine weapons. As 

long as one swallowed natural treasures and used them properly, one could completely ascend in a 

short period of time and change their physique greatly. 

There were four sides to the divine peak. The side that ye chen was on was the east side. It was the side 

that was relatively weaker than the other strong forces. This was because to the major forces in the 

universe, the treasures in the East were the rarest. They headed toward the West, South, and North 

respectively. According to the strength, the strongest side was the back, followed by the South, and then 

the West. 

This time, the treasure ye chen sensed was in the West. 

A strange fragrance, similar to that of flowers and plants, entered ye Chen's nose. This fragrance was 

very special. It could actually cause ye Chen's meridians to flow on their own. Waves of powerful energy 

automatically rushed out. Such an unusual phenomenon made ye chen extremely vigilant because this 

was equivalent to exposing his own position. 

After walking for about an hour, ye chen had been very careful. Suddenly, he felt many powerful auras. 

From the feedback of these auras, he could tell that there were many top-tier heaven Immortals among 

them. 



"It seems like everyone was attracted by the strange fragrance and then released their energy on their 

own!" 

Ye chen quickly made a judgment. He thought that to be able to attract so many powerhouses to release 

their own energy at the same time, it showed that everyone had a natural sense of trust in this strange 

fragrance. Perhaps the strange fragrance was so attractive that they had even given up on self-defense. 

The more powerful a cultivator was, the more this was the case. This was because they had absolute 

confidence that they could defeat any opponent and obtain the final victory. 

"He's truly treacherous, vicious, and sinister. But I want to see what you look like!" 

Ye chen had to admit that he was also attracted to this strange fragrance. His domineering posture was 

also a sign of absolute confidence! 

As such, the strongest cultivators on the west side of the divine peak all rushed towards the source of 

the strange fragrance. 

"Ah, ah, ah, ah ah!" 

Suddenly, a melodious singing voice entered ye Chen's ears. In an instant, ye chen felt as if he had 

entered a Fairyland. The feeling was warm, pleasant, and very enjoyable. 

Less than a hundred miles ahead, ye chen saw several heaven Immortals moving forward together. 

Upon closer inspection, they were actually people from the heaven immortal's Gate! 

"Ha, enemies are really bound to meet on a narrow road!" 

Turning his head, ye chen once again saw other powerhouses. These people were all unfamiliar faces 

and he could not tell from their clothes. 

Ye Chen's eyes swept across thousands of miles and a deep valley appeared in front of him. The strange 

fragrance was coming from this deep valley! 

Chapter 2246 2250-Possessed! 

The closer ye chen got to the deep valley, the more he could feel the indescribable fragrance. If even he 

was so attracted, it was obvious that the celestial Immortals could not resist this temptation at all. They 

ran desperately toward the deep valley in order to find the source of the fragrance. 

Such a strange fragrance made ye chen clearly realize that no matter what treasure it was, it was an 

extremely dangerous existence. 

Ye chen circulated the heavenly spirit Buddhist heart to gradually stabilize his mind. This way, at least he 

would not be endlessly attracted by the strange fragrance and make an error in judgment. 

Ye chen watched as the powerhouses jumped into the deep valley one after another. He slowly 

descended along a hidden cliff. 

During this process, no one cared if there was another criminal. In fact, they were not in the mood to 

care about many of the messages they had received from their fellow disciples targeting ye chen. In 
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other words, ye chen just had to keep his figure hidden. He did not even need to use any invisibility 

divine ability and could descend on his own. 

"Good taste, good taste!" 

"Hahaha, what kind of natural treasure is this? it's so enjoyable!" 

"Let me go faster! Let me see my Supreme treasure!" 

Many experts kept shouting. Their spirits were completely attracted by something, and they couldn't 

control themselves. 

As they went deeper into the valley, ye chen could feel the strange fragrance beginning to erode his 

protective divine energy. This was not a good sign. It meant that the source of the strange fragrance was 

likely to attack the powerhouses again. This was a big trap. 

"Protective Dragon Qi!" 

Ye chen released his protective Dragon Qi and blocked out all the strange fragrances. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Everyone descended crazily, and after about a moment, they all arrived at the bottom of the valley. 

The environment at the bottom of the valley was very cold and strange. All kinds of liquid-like things 

were constantly seeping out of the ground. These things were like honey, and some cultivators even 

wanted to catch them to eat because this "honey" was too attractive. 

Finally, some of them couldn't help but start eating. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

They ate very quickly. It was clear that these things were very attractive to them. 

After eating the "honey," their bodies emitted a strong aura, which was actually related to the strange 

fragrance. 

"Giggle!" 

Some of the experts who had eaten those things laughed eerily. Their expressions were very excited, 

even distorted, as if they were evil ghosts who had received some reward from hell. They kept staring at 

everyone. 

That gaze was enough to make everyone sink into it, worried, frightened, and unable to explain. 

"Everyone, do not consume this liquid substance. Otherwise, you will be doomed eternally!" 

A person walked up and shouted to the crowd. 

Everyone turned around and saw that this person was the eldest senior brother of the heaven immortal 

sect from the primordial universe. His name was Wandering Dragon Sword. 

"What do you mean by that, Wandering Dragon Sword?" Someone asked. 



"Ha, can't you see? although these people's auras have become stronger and have even broken through 

their own limits, their spirits have completely fallen and they have become the tools of the mastermind 

behind the scenes." 

"What?" 

When the experts heard this, they re-observed those who had eaten the 'honey'. After careful 

observation, many of them saw the secret within. Although these people didn't seem to have changed 

much, the spiritual light in their eyes had completely lost their humanity. 

"Ah, ah, ah, ah ah ..." 

At this moment, the beautiful song sounded again. Everyone's brows furrowed as they carefully 

responded. After all, they had learned a lesson from these people who had lost their spirits. None of the 

experts dared to be careless. 

Da, da, da!" 

The sound of the footsteps startled the experts who were all on edge. They sensed the changes in their 

surroundings and realized that the footsteps were coming from among them. They turned their heads 

and saw that the experts who had eaten the liquid were now walking towards the depths of the empty 

Valley. 

They seemed to be attracted by something, and they walked around listlessly. 

"Crooked, stop!" 

Some experts shouted, but those experts didn't seem to hear him. They continued to walk like puppets. 

"We can't let them advance any further!" 

He struck out with the wandering Dragon Sword and the ground shook with a loud bang. A huge Gully 

was formed in front of these experts. The vigorous palm energy was evident. 

The ravine in front of them blocked their way, but the bewitched experts did not stop and continued to 

move forward. 

"Ah?" 

The experts were all shocked. Just as the cultivators were about to fall from the sky, strange flowers 

appeared under their feet. These flowers and vines created a path, and the experts were walking on it. 

Seeing this scene, everyone was even more surprised. It seemed that there was indeed another 

mastermind behind this. 

Ye chen had been leaning against a mountain wall, observing everything before him. 

He looked through the mist and saw the end of the valley. What kind of strange monster was tempting 

all the experts? 

"Mm ..." 



Ye Chen's eyes narrowed. He saw a pair of blood-red eyes in the darkness of the deep valley staring at 

him. His heart trembled, and his anger rose. He pointed with his sword finger, and the power of the 

underworld River instantly shot out. 

"Whoosh!" 

The destructive power, the might of the god of the underworld, and the penetrative law of the Dragon-

holding spear shot into the darkness. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

However, the destructive power continued to advance. Suddenly, it disappeared without a trace. 

"It's indeed strange!" 

In the face of such a situation, ye chen knew that he would not dare to be careless in the face of an 

expert. 

As for those powerhouses, they had already stepped onto the Bridge of Death and were slowly walking 

into the darkness. 

"What are you afraid of? let's follow them. This time, we'll see what's in the darkness!" 

Some of the giant race from the desolation universe were not convinced. A pair of bone wings grew out 

of their back, and they flew over the gullies, following those great beings. 

"That's right, whoever finds the treasure first will get it!" 

"Charge!" 

With someone taking the lead, the experts at the back no longer hesitated and moved out one after 

another. 

Ye chen followed behind the group, leaving behind formations along the way as backup. 

The singing continued, but everyone was circulating their own mental cultivation methods to resist this 

mental disturbance. Those who could come here were all heaven's pride experts, so they would 

naturally not be easily confused. 

The experts that were walking ahead suddenly stopped in their tracks. They stood in their original spots 

in a daze, as if they were waiting for something. 

Everyone stopped in their tracks and looked around nervously. 

In such a dark valley, even the most subtle movement would be magnified limitlessly, causing everyone 

to have a mental breakdown. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Suddenly, there was a rustling sound in the surrounding space. As everyone's nerves tensed up, they 

saw a vine that looked like a poisonous Python suddenly appear in the darkness and quickly wrapped 

around the experts who were under its control. 



"Ah?" 

Chapter 2247 The Hell Blood Orchid! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The venomous Python vines wrapped around the experts. Then, the sounds of assassination filled with 

blood could be heard. The experts 'bodies were swept into the sky and then fell into the darkness, 

disappearing without a trace. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

After that, there was the sound of bones breaking and muscles breaking. It was clear where they had 

gone. 

Such a terrifying scene made everyone even more nervous. It was clear that an extremely sinister 

monster was hiding here. 

"Ah!" 

With a cold shout, the sword light shot into the sky. Then, the golden light hit the rock wall. The light 

was so bright that it illuminated a shocking scene. In front of everyone's eyes, a blood-colored flower as 

big as a small mountain was in full bloom, and the bodies of the experts were in the mouth of the 

flower. 

That mouthpart was filled with sharp teeth and was dripping with blood. It was the Hell's flower, the 

misty Blood Orchid! 

"This is the rumored Blood Orchid that can allow one's body to ascend and achieve immortality!" 

The person who released the sword light looked excited, as if he didn't care about the tragic deaths of 

those experts at all. 

Everyone looked over and saw that this person was the proud son of the heaven immortal sect, the 

heavenly Sword of mayfly. 

"Mm ..." 

The wandering Dragon Sword nodded slightly. When they were at the heaven immortal sect, they had 

heard about the existence of this treasure from their master, the sky sword patriarch. 

The so-called Blood Orchid was the flower of hell. It fed on the flesh and blood of the strong. Therefore, 

the longer the blood Orchid was, the richer the pure energy it contained. If one could obtain the essence 

of the blood Orchid, it would be equivalent to adding thousands or even tens of thousands of years of 

cultivation. Who wouldn't be tempted? 

Under the light of the fire, the blood Orchid was a thousand feet tall. It was an old monster that had 

lived for ten thousand years. Everyone's heart was filled with desire. 

Ye chen was equally shocked by what he saw. 

"Blood Orchid ..." 
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He wanted to retrieve the memory fragments in the Tianyuan space, hoping to obtain the memories of 

the blood Orchid. However, the Tianyuan space was extremely mysterious. In order to obtain the 

memories, one had to first enter it and undergo all kinds of life and death trials. Otherwise, it would be 

difficult to obtain what he wanted. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. It was probably difficult to obtain information from the Tianyuan space but 

after hearing the introduction of the sky treasure sword, such a precious treasure was already unrivaled 

in the world. If such a treasure were to slip away from him or be taken away by someone else, it was 

definitely not ye Chen's style! 

All the experts recognized that the treasure in front of them was the infernal Blood Orchid. They were all 

tempted, but they had seen the power of the blood Orchid. No one wanted to be cannon fodder and 

hesitate. 

"Ha, didn't you all want to get this Blood Orchid? why aren't you making a move?" The heavenly 

treasure sword asked with a smile. 

"Hmph, heavenly treasure sword, since you're so familiar with the blood Orchid, why don't you give it a 

try?" 

"That's right. I've heard that the heavenly immortal sect in the primordial universe has the best control 

over all the treasures in the world. Now is your chance. Wandering Dragon Sword, heavenly treasure 

sword, attack!" 

All the experts looked at the heaven immortal sect, hoping that they would take action. This time, the 

wandering Dragon and the heavenly treasure were under heavy pressure. 

The wandering Dragon Sword gave the heavenly treasure sword a look, and the latter nodded slightly. It 

turned out that the taunting was their scheme. They wanted to make everyone fear the power of the 

blood Orchid so that the heavenly treasure sword and the other experts could take it. 

Among the experts from the heaven immortal sect who came to the deep valley this time, there were 

three people under the sky sword patriarch. They were also the strongest fighting forces on the west 

side of the divine peak, namely the formidable Wandering Dragon Sword, the heavenly treasure sword, 

and the green wood sword. 

The three of them were all top heaven Immortals, especially the roving dragon Sword, who was a peak 

heaven immortal and had godly sword techniques. 

"Whoosh!" 

The heavenly treasure sword flew toward the blood Orchid. 

All the experts looked at the land of the blood Orchid, wanting to find the true power that would obtain 

the blood Orchid. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Sensing that the heavenly treasure sword was targeting it, the blood Orchid let out a strange sound. 

Then, dozens of poisonous Python vines under the ground attacked the heavenly treasure sword madly. 



The heavenly treasure sword's strength was far above those experts who had been bewitched. It was 

not afraid at all when facing these poisonous Python vines. 

"Heavenly treasure sword: blazing Flame Slash!" 

The heavenly treasure sword stabilized itself in the air. The power of flames filled the entire sword, and 

the vast fire light illuminated the entire deep valley. The blood Orchid's huge body was like an ancient 

beast, constantly baring its fangs and brandishing its claws as it madly devoured. 

"Hahaha, slash!" 

The heavenly treasure sword did not care about such demonic might at all. The light of the slash pierced 

through the sky. As the sword was drawn, the universe moved, and the poisonous Python vines 

exploded and burned to ashes. 

"Kill!" 

The heavenly treasure sword's power rose again, and countless sword lights filled the blood Orchid. The 

power of fire surrounded the land in all directions. The blood Orchid was trapped by the power of fire 

and immediately went berserk. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

On the petals of the blood Orchid, there was actually a lot of fresh blood. It evolved madly and turned 

into countless bloody people, attacking the heavenly treasure sword. 

"What?" 

The heavenly treasure sword turned pale with fright at the sight. These bloody figures even reflected a 

blood light that disturbed one's spirit. The heavenly treasure sword instantly entered the environment 

with a single glance. The charm of this kind of charm was far above that of the strange fragrance and the 

liquid substance. 

"Tianbao, be careful!" The wandering Dragon Sword shouted. 

"Senior brother, this is bad!" 

The heavenly treasure sword felt that he had lost control of his body. He was surrounded by bloody 

people and even a sea of blood from hell had appeared. Such a formation was too shocking. 

"Greenwood, step forward!" 

"Yes!" 

Seeing that the heavenly treasure sword was in danger, Green-Wood sword made his move. 

"Green wood magical tree formation!" 

Green wood sword waved his long sword. Suddenly, countless ancient trees appeared from the ground. 

They grew rapidly and surrounded the heavenly treasure sword, protecting it. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 



However, how could these bloody figures calm him down? they attacked him crazily, and each attack 

was actually accompanied by a magical secret technique. It was obvious that these bloody figures were 

the illusions of the experts that the blood Orchid had absorbed over the past thousands of years. 

All sorts of divine powers and secret Arts were used to break the green tree formation. 

"Kill!" 

He attacked with his Green-Wood sword, aiming for the blood Orchid's main body. He wanted to draw 

the blood man back to its source, but he had underestimated the number of Blood Orchid kills. 

"Hahahaha!" 

A strange laughter came from the sky, which constantly hit everyone's eardrums. The laughter disturbed 

their minds and shook their bodies and minds, causing all the experts to fall into a state of pain. Then, 

countless bloody people attacked again. From under the petals, they madly surged out and surrounded 

the green wood sword. 

"This ..." 

You longjian's brows were tightly knitted, and his heart trembled. 

He didn't expect the power of the blood Orchid to be so strong. It was very likely that it would be 

difficult to capture it with the power of the heaven immortal sect alone. 

"Hahaha, Wandering Dragon Sword, your plan has failed." 

An expert said with a smile as he saw through the wandering Dragon sword's thoughts. 

"Ha, the infernal Blood Orchid is extremely powerful. Since you're all here, I think you'd better attack 

together. Otherwise, you'll all die Here!" 

"The one in trouble now is your heaven immortal sect. As the eldest senior brother, are you trying to 

shirk your responsibility?" 

"Hahaha!" 

The experts all laughed and watched from the side. In such an environment, the experts naturally hoped 

to weaken others 'strength to preserve themselves! 

Chapter 2248 Terrifying Symbiosis! 

Seeing that the heavenly treasure sword and Green-Wood sword were in danger, the surrounding 

experts all mocked the wandering Dragon Sword. They all hoped that he would make a move, so that 

everyone could see his true strength. This way, they could prepare for the follow-up. 

However, the wandering Dragon Sword was also a shrewd person. He was naturally aware of everyone's 

plan. His eyes moved, and sword Qi suddenly shot out, hitting the Green-Wood sword and the heavenly 

treasure sword in an instant. 

"What?" 
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When the experts saw this, they were all shocked. They didn't know why the wandering Dragon Sword 

would attack their two junior brothers at this time. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

However, just as the sword Qi hit the two of them, it actually turned into a powerful force and instilled 

into their meridians. The strength of the heavenly treasure sword and the Green-Wood sword increased 

greatly. 

This strange scene made the experts re-examine the people from the heaven immortal sect. They could 

actually transmit power through sword Qi. In this way, the connection between them became very 

close, and it was easy for them to provide long-distance assistance. 

After absorbing the sword power of the wandering Dragon Sword, the sword Qi of the heavenly treasure 

sword and the Green-Wood sword boiled, and the power of the wandering Dragon surrounded them. 

Their eyes shone as they aimed at the infernal Blood Orchid at the same time. 

"Heavenly treasure demon-slaying sword!" 

"Green wood sword World!" 

The heavenly treasure sword flew through the nine Heavens, and all the sword Qi gathered to form a 

sword. It was meant to slay demons and annihilate demons, and it wanted to destroy the surging bloody 

people in front of it with one strike. 

The Greenwood sword released a protective sword realm, and countless Greenwood sword Qi 

transformed into a lush Greenwood tree realm, blocking the bloody man's divine power and the 

heavenly treasure sword's destructive attack. 

This was the result that the wandering Dragon Sword wanted to see. He would end the blood Orchid's 

rampage with the help of Green-Wood sword and heavenly treasure sword, and then find an 

opportunity to obtain the essence of the blood Orchid. 

On the mountain wall, ye chen saw it and understood even more. However, the infernal Blood Orchid 

was a Supreme treasure. How could it be predicted by the wandering Dragon Sword so easily? what ye 

chen saw was the powerful Foundation of the blood Orchid. The surging blood figure before him was 

just a cover to trick the Greenwood sword and the heavenly treasure sword into fighting it head-on. 

"Kill!" 

The heavenly treasure sword's eyes gleamed with killing intent. With the heavenly treasure in hand, it 

descended. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The countless bloody figures before them crumbled one after another, unable to resist the power of the 

heavenly treasure sword at all. The experts thought that the heavenly treasure sword could completely 

break through the protective formation of the blood Orchid and then stimulate the essence of the blood 

Orchid. This was the most precious treasure that they wanted to obtain. 



The blood Orchid had absorbed so much power from so many experts. As long as it could seize even one 

percent of the essence, it could allow its cultivation base to soar to at least one realm. This was because 

these experts knew very well that the essence of the blood Orchid was of the utmost importance. 

Absorbing too much of it would not only have no benefits, but it would also cause them to be in a 

predicament of being unable to digest it. At that time, once the blood Orchid backfired, their bodies 

would explode and they would die. 

"Giggle!" 

The blood Orchid laughed eerily. The heavenly treasure sword became even more furious and released 

another sword beam. It was a powerful sword beam with the Grand celestial immortal law. It swept 

across 3000 miles and instantly killed 500 bloody figures. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The bloody figures crumbled one after another in the sword Qi, unable to withstand the heavenly 

treasure sword that was strengthened by the wandering Dragon Sword. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi was still charging toward the center of the blood Orchid. 

At this moment, all the powerhouses made their moves in an attempt to obtain the blood Orchid's 

essence. The only one who did not make a move was ye chen. Through the heavenly spirit Buddha's eye, 

he saw that this was all the blood Orchid's scheme to lure everyone into its devouring range. 

The infernal Blood Orchid had yet to show its true abilities! 

"Something's wrong!" 

Suddenly, ye chen noticed that there was one person who had not moved. It was the roving dragon 

Sword. This person had started but then stopped. This action made ye Chen's eyes turn cold. This might 

have been planned by this person. He had also seen the blood Orchid's trap. He had gained everyone's 

trust by sacrificing the heavenly treasure sword so that everyone would become the blood Orchid's 

sacrifice. 

"He's indeed sinister!" 

Ye chen sneered. However, the Mantis stalks the cicada, unaware of the Oriole behind. The wandering 

Dragon Sword thought that it would definitely benefit but did not know that ye chen was the ultimate 

controller. 

"Kill! Seize the power of the blood Orchid!" 

"Charge!" 

All the experts made their moves and rushed towards the center of the blood Orchid. They thought that 

they had already broken through the blood man guarding formation and the center of the blood Orchid 

was right in front of them. As long as they could obtain the essence, their cultivation would soar and it 

was very possible for them to break through their own limits. 



"Hahaha!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword could not help but laugh when he saw the group flying into the center of 

the blood Orchid. This was the opportunity he had been waiting for. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

At this moment, the ground around the blood Orchid suddenly collapsed. Countless poisonous pythons 

rushed out from under the blood Orchid. This time, it was not the vines that reappeared, but the real 

poisonous pythons. 

These venomous pythons had cultivated with the blood Orchid for tens of thousands of years and had 

devoured countless souls. Now, it was another feast. 

"Ah?" 

Such a terrifying scene stunned the charging experts. However, they had no choice but to fire the arrow 

that was already on the bow. There was no room for them to turn back, because even if they wanted to 

turn back, the venomous Python would still cut off their path of retreat. 

"Giggle!" 

Blood Orchid's laughter was even colder and more frightening. 

Even the wandering Dragon Sword was frowning in anger. This was not what he had expected. Not only 

did the venomous pythons stop the experts, but they also stopped the wandering Dragon Sword. 

The venomous Python in front of him stuck out its tongue, and countless venomous fog surrounded the 

blood Orchid. All he could see was a vast expanse of green, and it was impossible to determine the true 

location of the blood Orchid. 

"Ah!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

But at this time, countless painful screams rang out from within the green light. Bones were broken and 

blood was flowing out. There was even a red mist that appeared from the green light, all of which was 

caused by blood. 

"The wandering Dragon Sword is powerful enough to shake the heavens and earth!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword was furious and finally made a move. The vast sword Qi turned into a 

Dragon, trying to destroy the green light in front of him. However, the sword Qi had no effect when it 

entered the green light. This scene made him tremble. 

Ye chen saw everything. The sword energy of the wandering Dragon Sword was devoured by one of the 

largest venomous pythons. The venomous Python in front of him was even larger than the heavenly 

Serpent in ye Chen's body. It was like a real Dragon. 

"Hiss hiss hiss!" 



The venomous Python continued to spit out its tongue, interfering with any signal being sent in and out. 

It crazily devoured the flesh and blood in front of it, which were all the bodies of experts. 

"It's indeed brutal!" 

In ye Chen's eyes, the cultivators who had rushed in were now surrounded by the blood Orchid and 

venomous pythons. The flesh and blood of the powerhouses devoured by the venomous pythons were 

transmitted into the blood Orchid through their bodies. 

After some thought, ye chen gradually understood that the venomous Python and the blood Orchid 

were in a symbiotic relationship. The venomous Python found food for the blood Orchid while the blood 

Orchid refined itself to provide the venomous Python with the energy to cultivate and grow. 

"Green-Wood sword, heavenly treasure sword!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword shouted crazily, but the two didn't respond. 

"Ha, since you've failed, then give these two divine weapons to me!" 

Ye chen sneered. It was finally time to strike. 

Chapter 2249 2254-Fury Of The Wandering Dragon! 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Countless blood lines spurted out and were once again transformed into blood people by the blood 

Orchid. Together with the poisonous Python, they attacked the experts in the green light. 

Under such a fierce attack, most of the powerhouses would not be able to resist it at all. It should be 

known that these attacks were the feeding methods of the blood Orchid and the poisonous Python, 

which had lived together for tens of thousands of years. Even a heaven immortal could not resist them. 

"Whoosh!" 

At this moment, a person flew into the green light, which shocked the wandering Dragon Sword. 

Under such a terrifying environment, who would dare to enter it? it was simply courting death. 

However, when he took a closer look at the sword, he saw ye Chen's figure and matched it with the 

message he had received to confirm his identity. 

"Ye chen!" 

The wandering Dragon sword's face was filled with killing intent. However, he was in a Green Hell that 

could devour human lives. How could he choose? 

"Hmm ... It's not easy for the infernal Blood Orchid to deal with so many experts. I don't believe that I 

don't have a chance of survival in hell!" 

After all, he was the eldest senior brother of the heaven immortal sect, and he had the courage to find 

Supreme treasures. The wandering Dragon sword's eyes turned cold. With the wandering Dragon in 

hand, it followed ye chen into the Hell's Green radiance. There was blood, bones, and green poisonous 

mist everywhere. 
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In such an environment, even if many abstruse Immortals were not directly attacked by the poisonous 

pythons, they would have already been devoured by the poisonous mist and turned into bones. 

As for those powerhouses in the heaven celestial stage, they were fighting hard, and most of them were 

unable to resist. 

"Heavenly treasure sword, green wood sword!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword called out the names of the two junior brothers, but it was actually a head 

that floated over. Upon a closer look, it was the heavenly treasure sword that led everyone to the front. 

"AI!" 

Facing such a tragedy, the wandering Dragon Sword sighed and kept the head. This was an explanation 

to the sect. 

"Senior brother!" 

At this moment, a voice was heard. Upon closer inspection, it turned out to be green wood sword. 

Under the full protection of green wood sword World, green wood sword managed to survive. However, 

his body was bleeding, his skin was torn, and he was in extreme pain. 

"Junior Brother Qing Mu, immediately meditate and adjust your breathing!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword took out a pill and handed it to Green-Wood sword. The latter sat cross-

legged in the void and absorbed the medicinal power. 

Although he had found the Green-Wood sword and the heavenly treasure sword, their divine weapons 

were not there. This made the wandering Dragon Sword frown slightly. The divine weapons were the 

treasures of the heaven immortal sect. Even if they were dead, the divine weapons must not be lost. 

"Junior Brother Qing Mu, where's your heavenly weapon?" 

"We lost our divine weapons because of the Python's direct attack. It seems that someone from the 

outside world rushed in and took the divine weapons!" 

"What?" 

The wandering Dragon Sword looked around coldly and then thought of ye chen. 

"Could it be that he can still see the situation inside the barrier from the outside world and take the 

initiative to attack and seize the two swords? If that's the case, then it's too terrifying!" 

It was only now that the wandering Dragon Sword understood the true meaning of the message from 

the heavenly immortal sect. Ye chen was no ordinary true immortal. 

"Eh? The aura of the Green-Wood sword!" 

Suddenly, the wandering Dragon Sword sensed the Green-Wood sword's whereabouts through the 

divine weapon. At a glance, it was ye chen flying through the void. 

"Ye chen!" 



With a cold shout, the sword Qi chased after him but it could not stop ye Chen's footsteps. 

At this moment, ye chen had locked onto the center of the blood Orchid. He wanted to find the best 

opportunity to obtain the essence of the blood Orchid through the slaughter of the crowd. However, no 

one knew how big ye Chen's appetite was. 

"Junior Brother Qing Mu, meditate and regulate your breathing here. I'm going after ye chen!" 

"Yes!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword flew out, and the sword Qi transformed into a Dragon that carried him 

into the depths of the green mist. 

Ye chen stood on the Golden Lotus and flew at an extremely fast speed. The roving dragon Sword had to 

exhaust all its tricks before it could catch up to ye Chen's footsteps. This made him very unhappy. As a 

top-tier heaven immortal, it was so difficult to chase after a human true immortal. If this was known by 

others, would he not lose face? 

However, it was not the time to care about this. What he needed to do was to get back green wood 

sword and heavenly treasure sword. The value of these two divine weapons was far above that of green 

wood and heavenly treasure. 

"Ye chen, don't you dare leave!" 

"Hahaha, Wandering Dragon Sword, who can block my path? What a joke!" 

"Damn it!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword was furious. With a single strike, thousands of swords in the world 

followed and charged at ye chen. 

"A small trick, showing off an axe in front of an expert!" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. With a slight movement of his sword fingers, the celestial Emperor sword 

was unleashed, turning into a shocking White Rainbow that shuttled madly through space. In the blink 

of an eye, the myriad sword Qi emitted by the wandering Dragon Sword was swallowed up by the 

celestial Emperor sword and disappeared without a trace. 

"Ah?" 

If he hadn't seen it with his own eyes, the wandering Dragon Sword would never have believed that a 

genuine immortal cultivator could reach such a high level of swordsmanship. He could ignore the 

suppression of the celestial immortal law and break through two realms in a row, devouring the sword 

Qi. 

"If we don't get rid of this brat, he'll definitely become a great disaster!" 

The wandering Dragon Sword had already made up its mind. No matter how amazing the person in front 

of it was, it had to settle it here and now. 

"Wandering Dragon Sword technique: three dragons swallowing the sun!" 



"Roar!" 

Suddenly, three rays of sword Qi merged with the Supreme law of the wandering Dragon Sword and 

transformed into three dragons. They charged at ye chen from different directions, vowing to kill him. 

This time, through sensing, ye chen understood that these three rays of sword Qi were far superior to 

the previous myriad sword Qi. This was the difference in quality. 

"As the saying goes, Immortals and demons can't coexist. Emperor Mowu, play with him!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye Chen's mocking words did not leave the wandering Dragon Sword any clue as to what he meant. It 

saw demonic energy soaring into the sky and a huge demonic statue appeared before its eyes. Under 

the demonic statue, a young man descended in a domineering manner. He had a cold and devilish look 

on his face and his entire body was filled with dark energy. He was like a demon that devoured all things 

and a demon that ridiculed the world. 

"Stop!" 

With a stop, the wandering Dragon sword's heart trembled. It directed three streams of Dragon Qi to 

attack the enemy in front of it at the same time. 

"Mcmau blocks the pass!" 

With a roar, the young man in front of him extended his arm and instantly formed a huge demonic wall. 

The three Dragon Qi hit the demonic wall but couldn't break it at all. 

"This!" 

The wandering Dragon sword's heart trembled again. Was the person in front of him a real body or an 

illusion? why was he so real? and how could a human genuine immortal release such a powerful 

demonic energy? 

"Hmph, don't think that I'm so easy to deal with. Ye chen, since that's the case, I'll show you my true 

abilities!" 

After being shocked many times, you longjian understood that if he still regarded ye chen as a mere true 

immortal, he would lose this operation without a doubt. He had to treat ye chen as his strongest 

opponent. 

To be able to make the name of the wandering Dragon Sword come true, he naturally had his own 

abilities! 

"Swimming Dragon Sword!" 

"Roar!" 

The Dragon celestial sword Qi returned to his body, and the shape of the sword appeared. The Dragon 

Qi soared into the nine Heavens, instantly shaking 3000 miles. The 10000-mile demonic wall that the 

Mowu Emperor had released collapsed instantly. 

"Hahaha!" 



Faced with such an opponent, the Mowu Emperor laughed madly, and for the first time, he looked 

serious. 

"You're an opponent that I acknowledge. I'll be taking the wandering Dragon Sword in your hand!" 

"What? Idiot, I'll make you pay for your arrogance with your life!" 

Chapter 2250 The Great Battle With The Blood Python 

The sword glared at the Mowu Emperor, and the divine weapon in its hand roared like a dragon, 

constantly releasing a life-devouring aura of rage. However, the Mowu Emperor's demonic energy 

soared, and with the support of his spiritual reserves, he was like a demonic god that had descended to 

the world, unstoppable. 

"Wandering Dragon Sword technique, brilliant demon-killing!" 

The wandering Dragon sword's eyes glowed with a Dragon's light of Fury. Its killing intent soared into 

the sky, and the sun and moon sank. The Dragon roar divine sword fell from the sky, and the majestic 

sword power shook the world. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the blink of an eye, the sword Qi locked onto the Mowu Emperor, and his demonic energy was 

instantly suppressed! 

"Mm ..." 

Feeling that his demonic energy was being restricted, the Mowu Emperor's eyes turned cold. He waved 

his demonic claws and tore the sky apart. 

"It's useless. A mere demon dares to block my path. Since ye chen has given up on you, then I'll clean up 

this mess!" 

He raised the wandering Dragon Sword high. Suddenly, the sword Qi turned into a Dragon and roared in 

all directions. Then, the Grand sword formation came down from the sky and surrounded the Mowu 

Emperor. The demonic finger weakened the emperor's power by 30%. 

In the face of a peak heaven immortal's sword power, even if the Emperor had nothing to fear, it was 

still difficult to resist. 

"Hahaha, Mowu Emperor, you're dead!" 

"Is that so?" 

Just as everything was set in stone, a blood-red demonic light shot out from the emperor's glabella. The 

nine reserves of the heavenly spirit instantly boosted his demonic energy, and the power doubled. The 

entire space was trapped in a demonic energy vortex. The Mowu Emperor's goal was never to defeat 

the wandering Dragon Sword, but to stop him. 

Ye Chen's body had already arrived above the center of the infernal Blood Orchid. Here, countless 

floating corpses appeared. They were the powerhouses who had been killed by the blood Orchid. The 

face-to-face corpses floated above the thick fog. Below, countless poisonous pythons were devouring 
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their power. Once this power entered the blood Orchid, it would quickly evolve into nourishment for the 

blood Orchid and the poisonous pythons. 

"Roar!" 

Sensing ye Chen's energy approaching, the ultimate venomous Python within the blood Orchid roared 

and appeared. 

"If you sneak into the blood Orchid, you'll definitely die!" 

The venomous Python spoke in the human language. It was a heaven immortal and had high 

intelligence, not inferior to human cultivators at all. 

"Ha, the essence of the blood Orchid. I must get it. Blood Python, it's your choice to surrender or leave!" 

"Hahaha, in the past 10000 years, how many regions have entered this place and been absorbed by us? 

there is no lack of arrogant people, but you are the first one to be as arrogant as you. Before the blood 

Python, there are only corpses. State your name and accept your death!" 

"Remember the person who killed you, heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The blood Python opened its mouth and countless blood-colored poisonous mist pounced wildly toward 

ye chen, entangling him. 

"You want to be rude to me with such poisonous mist?" 

Ye chen did not care about the poisonous mist at all. His ancient God Body was immune to all poisons. 

Now that his two-star ancient God Body had become even stronger, the poisonous mist was like fresh 

air. It was completely useless. 

Ye chen walked straight ahead. The blood Python's brows furrowed in surprise. 

"You actually didn't sense my poisonous mist!" 

"Blood Python, you have chosen the worst outcome, which is death!" 

"Within the blood Orchid, Who Do You Think You Are? how dare you compare yourself to me?" 

The blood Python was furious. Countless venomous pythons rushed out from the ground and charged at 

ye chen as if they wanted to kill him. 

"Let this Emperor scrape off your scales!" 

Ye chen sneered. With a thought, the immortal slaying saber's light shot out. After ascending many 

times, the immortal slaying flying saber had the power to kill abstruse Immortals. These venomous 

pythons were the manifestations of the blood Pythons. Their strength was around that of an abstruse 

immortal. They were the best targets for the immortal slaying flying saber. 

"Master, watch me!" 



A strange mask appeared on the Blade of the Immortal flying blade, which was the manifestation of the 

saber spirit. A strange smile appeared on the face as it locked onto the venomous Python array in front 

of it. Countless saber shadows and countless saber lights turned into the shape of the immortal slaying 

saber and slashed down madly. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The saber Light fell, and the saber Qi surged. Countless scales of the poisonous pythons danced in the 

air. Without the protection of the scales, the poisonous pythons became extremely fragile. At this 

moment, the immortal flying saber suddenly slashed, and in an instant, countless Python heads flew up 

to the nine Heavens. 

"Ah?" 

Such a shocking scene made the blood Python feel a great threat. It did not expect ye chen to be so 

powerful and even have a super divine weapon like the immortal Flying Dagger. Such a battle was 

definitely disadvantageous. 

"Ye chen, since you're forcing me to do this, I'll let you die in the blood Orchid!" 

Ye chen was a great enemy. The blood Python did not hesitate and immediately fused with the power of 

the blood Orchid to form the blood Orchid world-destroying formation. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The blood Orchid continued to spray blood-colored petals, which covered the entire earth. The Masters 

who were still struggling in the array were possessed by these petals. In an instant, their bodies began to 

rot, and the energy in their bodies frantically gathered toward the center of the blood Orchid. 

"Hahaha!" 

The blood Python laughed wildly. The power of the entire Blood Orchid was under his control. He had 

grown to his current level by relying on the power of the blood Orchid. 

"Roar!" 

The blood Python roared in shock. Suddenly, the true form of the blood Python was revealed. It hovered 

in the sky like a small mountain. In front of its huge body, everyone was like an ant, not worth 

mentioning. 

In the face of such a massive creature, many powerhouses were still frightened out of their wits due to 

physical and mental exhaustion. They could not move their bodies but ye chen revealed an interesting 

smile. Such a ferocious beast was just an illusion. It was not worthy of the heavenly Emperor's eyes. 

"Dragon Spear!" 

The Dragon slaying spear that he had just tamed was now his chance to use. 

"Nine thunderclouds!" 



Holding the Dragon-holding spear, ye chen stood high above the nine Heavens, looking down at the 

massive Blood Python below. The first blow was like a Heavenly Tribulation, unstoppable. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

On the Dragon Spear, infinite divine Thunder gathered. It was the power of the Thunder God Dharma 

form. Together with the power of the Dragon Spear, the powerful joined forces and could destroy gods 

and Buddhas! 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen held the spear with both hands and charged directly at the blood Python's head below. 

"Roar!" 

Sensing such power, the blood Python roared and circulated the power of the blood Orchid. Its power 

increased a hundred times and instantly transformed into a peak heaven immortal. It vowed to kill ye 

chen in one strike. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The blood Python spat out a red beam from its mouth and collided with ye Chen's Dragon-holding spear. 

In the blink of an eye, the sky fell and the earth cracked. It was as if the world had been reborn and the 

sun and moon did not appear! The entire sky fell into boundless chaos. Only the destructive rays and 

lightning were still intertwining and eliminating each other. 

With such a shock, the seal on the entire battlefield was completely broken. The blood Orchid 

reappeared in front of everyone, and everyone was no longer held hostage by the poisonous Python. 

"Alright!" 

"Who is so powerful that he helped us escape?" 

"No way, could it be him?" 

The powerhouses turned their heads and looked at the sky. At this moment, ye chen was alone in the 

air, surrounded by lightning and thunder. The Thunder God was intimidating. Below, the blood Python 

was bleeding and drowsy. It was still in a daze after being hit by the Dragon-holding spear. 

 


